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Abstract

APEX 3 is a software test platform for auditory behavioral experiments. It pro-
vides a generic means of setting up experiments without any programming. The
supported output devices include sound cards and cochlear implants from Cochlear
Corporation and Advanced Bionics Corporation. Many psychophysical procedures
are provided and there is an interface to add custom procedures. Plug-in interfaces
are provided for data filters and external controllers. APEX 3 is supported under
Linux and Windows and is available free of charge.
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1 Introduction1

In general, behavioral experiments (e.g. psychophysical experiments or speech2

perception tests) are controlled by a computer. In most cases custom soft-3

ware is created for each new experiment. However, behavioral experiments4

have many parts in common. Appropriate stimuli are created and presented5

to a subject via a transducer, the subject responds via an interface to a com-6

puter and the results are stored for analysis. Developing software to perform a7
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specific behavioral experiment is a tedious process that takes a lot of time pro-8

gramming and even more time evaluating all possible response scenarios and9

eliminating all possible programming errors. Moreover, everything that differ-10

ent experiments have in common has to be programmed and tested again for11

each different experiment. Consequently, in most cases only researchers with12

advanced programming skills can set up experiments, whereas there is a strong13

need for psychophysical testing done by psychoacousticians, audiologists, clin-14

icians, speech scientists, etc., who may have less-advanced programming skills.15

A versatile research platform has been developed at ExpORL (Laneau et al.,16

2005; Geurts and Wouters, 2000) to perform auditory psychophysical and17

speech perception experiments, either with acoustical stimulation or electrical18

stimulation via a cochlear implant. Over the years it has evolved from a limited19

program that could only perform certain specific experiments with electrical20

stimulation using a cochlear implant of the Laura type (Geurts and Wouters,21

2000) to a version that included acoustical stimulation and more extensive22

procedures (Laneau et al., 2005), to finally a versatile experimental platform23

(APEX 3) that allows most auditory behavioral experiments to be performed24

without any programming, for acoustic stimulation, direct electric stimula-25

tion via a cochlear implant or any combination. In this paper, the novelty of26

APEX 3 will be discussed. While there are many software packages on the27

market for visual psychophysics, to our knowledge there are no publicly avail-28

able packages that are specifically suited for auditory behavioral experiments29

and that allow many different auditory experiments to be performed.30

The idea behind APEX 3 is that one should be able to set up an experiment31

quickly without any programming knowledge. APEX 3 is a generic platform32

with abstract interfaces to the computer monitor, input devices such as key-33

board and mouse, and output devices such as sound cards or interfaces to34

cochlear implants, such that the user can use any of the interfaces without35

programming any device-specific details. While APEX 3 was mainly developed36

for research purposes, it is used for rehabilitation and diagnostic purposes too.37

APEX 3 is a complete redesign of the previous version of APEX. It builds38

on the knowledge and stability we gathered during many years of experience39

with the previous versions of our platform (Laneau et al., 2005; Geurts and40

Wouters, 2000). The previous versions of APEX have been used in many stud-41

ies worldwide, as shown by the citations of both APEX papers (Laneau et al.,42

2005; Geurts and Wouters, 2000). APEX 3 incorporates all features of version 243

(Laneau et al., 2005) and many more. It has already been used at ExpORL44

for several years and by different international partners. New in APEX 345

is that experiments are now defined in the well-known eXtensible Markup46

Language (XML) format 1 , allowing for a structured experiment definition in47

1 The complete XML specification can be found at http://www.w3.org/TR/xml11/
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a generic format. A Matlab toolbox (the APEX Matlab Toolbox (AMT)) is48

distributed together with APEX 3 to ease the automatic generation of ex-49

periment files and analysis of results files. Note that a valid Matlab license is50

required to use the AMT.51

To register, the form at http://www.kuleuven.be/exporl/apex should be52

filled out. After registration APEX 3 can be downloaded and used free of53

charge. The hardware requirements are limited to a personal computer running54

the Linux or Windows operating system and the necessary output devices.55

The main features of APEX 3 are given in the following list. Features already56

available in the previous versions of APEX are marked with (*).57

• No programming is required to set up an experiment. (*)58

• Multiple platforms are supported, including MS Windows and Linux.59

• Multiple output devices are supported, including sound cards, an interface60

to cochlear implants from Cochlear Corporation and an interface to cochlear61

implants from Advanced Bionics Corporation. The supported devices can62

be used in any combination, allowing, for example, for synchronized simul-63

taneous stimulation via a cochlear implant in both ears (bilateral electrical64

stimulation) or simultaneous stimulation via a cochlear implant in one ear65

and acoustical stimulation in the other (bimodal stimulation).66

• Several psychophysical procedures are readily available and custom proce-67

dures can easily be added (plug-in procedure).68

• A results file is saved after each experiment. It includes the score, the69

subject’s responses, response times, calibrated parameter values and much70

more.71

• Visual feedback can be given after each trial. (*)72

• There is a special animated interface for testing (young) children. (*)73

• There is a Matlab toolbox for experiment file creation and advanced result74

file analysis.75

• Custom signal processing filters can be added (plug-in filter).76

• Custom interfaces to external controllers can be added (plug-in controller).77

• There is a graphical user interface (GUI) for calibration of parameters.78

Included with the APEX 3 software package are the following:79

• The APEX 3 binaries (the program itself)80

• The APEX 3 schema, containing the constraints on the structure of an81

experiment and documentation for each element82

• The AMT, for generating experiment files and analyzing result files83

• The APEX 3 user manual84

• The APEX 3 reference manual, containing an exhaustive description of all85

possible elements in an experiment file86

• Example experiment files87

• Example plug-in procedures, plug-in filters and plug-in controllers88
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In the following sections we will first describe the general concepts on which89

APEX 3 is based. In the next section (design), we show how these concepts90

are translated to APEX 3 implementation blocks (modules). Then the plug-91

in mechanism is detailed and subsequently it is shown how an experiment92

can be defined using an XML file. Then the general workflow when deploying93

APEX 3 is shown and finally some examples are given of APEX 3 in use. We94

will clearly distinguish between the concepts and terminology (section 2), and95

the actual software implementation (the modules, section 3).96

2 Concepts97

The design of APEX 3 is based on a few basic concepts that are common98

to all psychophysical experiments. In what follows, we define the following99

concepts: device, controller, datablock, stimulus, filter, screen, response, trial,100

procedure, experiment, result, ID and parameter.101

In section 3 we will show how every concept relates to an APEX 3 module.102

device is a system connected to the computer that can be controlled by103

APEX 3. Devices can send signals to a transducer. Examples are sound cards104

and interfaces to cochlear implants. Devices can have settings (parameters)105

that can be controlled by APEX 3.106

controller is a system connected to the computer that does not accept signals107

but has parameters that can be controlled by APEX 3. An example is a108

programmable attenuator that controls the gain of an amplifier.109

datablock is an abstraction of a basic block of data that can be processed110

by APEX 3 and can be sent to the appropriate device. In the case of a111

sound card, the datablock would be an audio signal in the form of a series112

of samples that is commonly stored on disk as a so-called wave file.113

stimulus is a unit of stimulation that can be presented to the subject, to114

which the subject has to respond. In the simplest case it consists of a single115

datablock that can be sent to a single device, more generally it can consist116

of any combination of datablocks that can be sent to any number of devices,117

simultaneously or sequentially.118

filter is a data processor that runs inside APEX 3 and that accepts a block119

of data, e.g., a certain number of samples from an audio file, and returns120

a processed version of the block of data. An example is an amplifier that121

multiplies each sample of the given block of data by a certain value.122

screen is a GUI that is used by the subject to respond to the stimulus that123

was presented.124

response is the response of the test subject. It could for example be the125

button that was clicked or the text that was entered via the screen.126

trial is a combination of a screen that is shown to the subject, a stimulus127
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that is presented via devices and a response of the subject. Note that while128

a trial contains a stimulus, it is not the same as a stimulus.129

procedure controls the flow of an experiment. The procedure determines the130

next screen to be shown and the next stimulus to be presented. Generally131

a procedure will make use of a list of predefined trials. The general working132

of a procedure is shown in figure 1.133

experiment consists of a combination of procedures and the definition of all134

modules that are necessary to conduct those procedures.135

result is associated with an experiment and contains information on every136

trial that occurred.137

ID is a name given to an module defined in an experiment. It is unique for an138

experiment. If, for example, a device is defined, it is given an ID by which139

it can be referred to elsewhere in the experiment.140

parameter is a property of a module (e.g. a device or a filter) that is given an141

ID. A filter that amplifies a signal could, for example, have a parameter with142

ID gain that is the gain of the amplifier in dB. The value of a parameter143

can be either a number or text.144

Parameter is one of the most important concepts of APEX 3. There are145

two types of parameters: fixed parameters and variable parameters. A fixed146

parameter is a property of a stimulus. It cannot be changed by APEX 3 at147

runtime and is defined when the experiment file is created. It can be used148

by the procedure to select a stimulus from a list, it can be shown on the149

screen or it can be used as a piece of information when analyzing results.150

A variable parameter is a property of a module of and its value can be151

changed at runtime. In general, a module can both have variable parame-152

ters and set variable parameters of other modules. Examples of modules that153

can have variable parameters (to be set by another module) are Filter, Con-154

troller and Device. Examples of modules that can set variable parameters155

are AdaptiveProcedure, Device, Calibrator and Screen (more information156

in section 3). If a stimulus description contains a variable parameter, the157

parameter will be set by Device just before the stimulus is presented.158

3 Design159

Internally, APEX 3 consists of several modules that correspond to the con-160

cepts defined in section 2. APEX 3 is written entirely in the C++ language 2
161

and makes extensive use of the Qt library 3 . C++ is an object oriented pro-162

gramming language, and as is usually done in such languages, every module163

2 The C++ standard is defined in ISO/IEC 14882:1998 and can be found on http:

//www.open-std.org/jtc1/sc22/wg21/
3 Qt is a programming library created by TrollTech and available from http://

trolltech.com/products/qt/
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has a base class from which several children (implementations) are derived.164

For example there is a generic Device module from which the WavDevice165

module and the L34Device (cochlear implant) module are derived for output166

via a sound card and output via the Cochlear Corporation Nucleus Implant167

Communicator (NIC) interface, respectively.168

In the following sections a number of modules are described briefly and some of169

the current implementations are listed. Figure 2 gives a graphical overview of170

some APEX 3 modules. This list of modules is not exhaustive, but is provided171

to illustrate general principles. Also, since APEX 3 is designed to be easily172

extended by the developers and third parties (by the use of plug-ins), an ever173

increasing number of modules may be available in the future. The standard174

set of modules is described fully and exhaustively in the documentation that175

accompanies the software.176

3.1 ApexControl177

ApexControl is automatically loaded when APEX 3 is started. It takes care of178

loading all other modules and controlling the general flow of an experiment.179

ApexControl performs several actions (1) at the start of an experiment, (2)180

during an experiment and (3) at the end of an experiment. For example it181

will (1) prompt the user for an experiment to be loaded, (2) ask Procedure to182

present the next trial and (3) ask ResultSink to save the results.183

3.2 Procedure184

Procedure determines which stimulus is to be played next and which screen is185

to be shown. The general working of procedure is illustrated in figure 1.186

Figure 2 shows more details of Procedure. A procedure definition consists of187

a configuration part and a list of trials. Each trial contains references to a188

stimulus, a screen and an answer.189

Currently, the following implementations of Procedure are present in APEX 3:190

ConstantProcedure, AdaptiveProcedure, TrainingProcedure, PluginProcedure191

and MultiProcedure.192

To select the next trial, ConstantProcedure selects a trial from the trial list. It193

can choose a random trial from the trial list every time or present the trials in194

the order in which they were defined in the trial list. It completes the experi-195

ment after every trial has been presented a certain number of times. Techni-196

cally, ConstantProcedure is the simplest procedure implemented in APEX 3.197
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Typically a percent correct score is calculated from the results, or a psycho-198

metric function is fitted to the results.199

AdaptiveProcedure is the implementation of an adaptive procedure. It works200

in the same way as ConstantProcedure, but instead of selecting a random201

trial it can select a trial or a stimulus based on a parameter that is changed202

according to the subject’s last response. If the response is correct, the task is203

made more difficult and if the response is incorrect, the task is made easier204

according to a certain strategy. AdaptiveProcedure can adapt either a vari-205

able parameter or a fixed parameter. In the case of a variable parameter, the206

parameter will be set just before the stimulus is presented (in figure 1 this is207

indicated by the “set parameters” arrow). In the case of a fixed parameter,208

the stimulus with the fixed parameter closest to the desired value is selected209

from the user defined list of stimuli. Generally, in psychophysics other types210

of response strategies using the adaptive procedure exist (Leek, 2001). They211

can be implemented in APEX 3 using PluginProcedure (see below).212

TrainingProcedure does the opposite of ConstantProcedure: it selects the next213

trial by comparing the subject’s last answer to the possible answers defined in214

the different trials and selecting the one that corresponds. It can, for example,215

be used to make a training experiment to allow the subject to listen to the216

stimulus corresponding to each button.217

PluginProcedure allows a custom procedure to be defined using ECMAScript.218

More details are given in section 4.219

MultiProcedure is not a procedure itself, but it is a wrapper for multiple220

member procedures of the 4 types above. It allows procedures to be interleaved,221

either by selecting a random procedure for the next trial or by selecting all222

member procedures sequentially.223

3.3 Device224

Device can perform the following actions: load a stimulus, set a parameter and225

start the output. It generally loads data from disk and sends it to a transducer.226

It can have several parameters that control certain aspects of the device. For227

example, a sound card can have an output gain parameter.228

In figure 2 the devices are shown at the right hand side of the stimulation box.229

It is clear that they accept data originating from datablocks or filters and send230

data to external hardware.231

Currently, the following devices are implemented in APEX 3: WavDevice,232

L34Device and ClarionDevice.233
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WavDevice is an interface to sound cards, for acoustical stimulation. Any234

sound card supported by the operating system can be used. The following235

sound drivers are supported: Portaudio v19 4 , ASIO 5 (Windows only), and236

Jack 6 (Linux only). The ASIO and Jack drivers allow APEX 3 to be used237

together with real-time signal processing software on the same sound card.238

L34Device is an interface to the NIC interface version 2, provided by Cochlear239

Corporation, for direct electrical stimulation to a cochlear implant. Via the240

NIC interface, an L34 or a Freedom processor can be controlled to stream241

arbitrary pulse sequences to the cochlear implant.242

ClarionDevice is an interface to the Bionic Ear Data Collection System (BEDCS)243

software version 1.16 and higher, provided by Advanced Bionics Corporation.244

It allows the presentation of arbitrary pulse sequences to the CII or HiRes90K245

cochlear implants.246

3.4 Controller247

Controllers are used to control devices or software outside APEX 3. They can248

be considered the same as Devices, with the restriction that they do not load249

data. Therefore the main properties of controllers are parameters. In figure 2,250

the controllers can be found at the bottom of the stimulation box.251

Currently, APEX 3 contains the following controllers: PA5, an interface to the252

TDT PA5 programmable attenuator 7 , Mixer, an interface to the sound card253

mixer provided by the operating system, and PluginController, which allows254

custom controllers to be implemented by third parties. More information on255

plug-ins is given in section 4.256

3.5 Screen257

The Screen module allows the user to define an arbitrary GUI for subject258

responses by combining a number of predefined building blocks. The building259

blocks can be divided into two groups. Elements are the actual controls shown260

4 Portaudio is a free, cross platform, open-source, audio I/O library.http://www.
portaudio.com
5 ASIO (Audio Stream Input/Output) is an audio transfer protocol developed by
Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH.
6 JACK is a low-latency audio server, written for POSIX conform operating sys-
tems. http://jackaudio.org/
7 http://www.tdt.com/products/PA5.htm
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on the screen and Layouts specify the way the elements are arranged on the261

screen.262

The main layout types are GridLayout and ArcLayout. GridLayout arranges263

elements in a regular grid and ArcLayout arranges elements in a (semi-)circle.264

ArcLayout can be used for localization experiments, as illustrated in sec-265

tion 7.5.266

The main Elements are those commonly found in GUIs: Button, Label, Textbox,267

Spinbox and Picture. A special element is Flash, it allows a FLASH 8 movie268

or animation to be shown instead of a static image. In this way a test can269

be adapted to the interest of young children and reinforcement can be given270

after each trial (Laneau et al., 2005). ParameterLabel and ParameterList can271

be used to show the current value of a parameter on the screen.272

If required, the appearance of all screen elements can be completely customized273

by the use of style sheets 9 . A style sheet can be specified for the whole of274

APEX 3, for a certain Screen or per element. Examples of properties that275

can be changed by the use of style sheets are the color, font or position of an276

element.277

3.6 ResultSink278

After each trial, ResultSink queries all other modules for information to be279

stored in a results file. When Procedure has finished, it prompts the subject280

for a file name and saves the results accordingly. Results are stored in the281

XML format. While it is very well possible to read and interpret the XML282

results file, in many cases only a small part of the data presented in this file is283

required to interpret the results. For example, when evaluating the results of an284

adaptive procedure, one is primarily interested in the staircase and not always285

in the subject response times. To filter out unwanted information, ResultSink286

performs an XSL transform 10 on the results to extract the information that287

is required by the experimenter. The results after XSL transformation can288

be saved to the results file and can also be shown on screen. Even when289

performing an XSL transformation, the original XML results file is kept and290

can be consulted if further information is required.291

8 http://www.macromedia.com/software/flash/about/ Macromedia is cur-
rently a division of Adobe Systems Inc.
9 The specification of CSS (cascading style sheets) and more information can be
found at http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/
10 XSL transforms are standardized by the W3C consortium and the specification
is available at http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
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3.7 Calibrator292

Calibrator provides a GUI for calibrating parameters and saving and applying293

calibration results. Commonly a parameter such as output gain is calibrated to294

achieve the desired stimulation level. Any stimulus defined in the experiment295

file can be used as a calibration stimulus.296

3.8 Filters297

Filters are used to process data before sending it to a Device. In figure 2 filters298

can be found in the stimulation box, in between datablocks and devices. Ex-299

amples of filters that are currently implemented are Amplifier, for amplifying300

or attenuating sound data, and PluginFilter, an interface for implementing301

custom filters. More information on plug-in filters can be found in section 4.3.302

A special kind of filter is a generator, a filter without input channels. Examples303

of generators that are currently implemented are SineGenerator, NoiseGener-304

ator and DataLoopGenerator. The first two generate respectively sine waves305

and white noise. DataLoopGenerator loops a given datablock infinitely.306

For each Filter or generator it can be specified whether it should keep on307

running in between trials (while the user is responding) or not.308

3.9 Connections309

If many Datablocks, Filters and Devices are defined, it may not be straightfor-310

ward for APEX 3 how to connect them. Therefore connections can be defined.311

Any Datablock can be connected to any Filter or Device and any Filter can312

be connected to any other Filter or Device. In figure 2 the arrows between313

datablocks, filters, generator and devices signify connections. By defining con-314

nections, a connection graph is created, which can also be shown graphically315

by APEX 3 for verification purposes. Fig. 3 shows the connections for the316

example experiment of section 5.1.317

4 Extending APEX 3318

While APEX 3 can be used for multiple purposes, it is specifically aimed at319

auditory research. As research inherently requires “special” and “new” fea-320

tures, it is possible for anyone to extend APEX 3 for their own purposes.321
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Currently APEX 3 can be extended in three different ways, using PluginPro-322

cedure, PluginController and PluginFilter.323

4.1 PluginProcedure324

When a plug-in procedure is specified in the experiment file, the user must325

refer to a script file on disk. In the script file, the user must implement a few326

functions such as NextTrial, which determines the next screen to be shown327

and the next stimulus to be played.328

The script file is to be written in the ECMAScript language, as defined in the329

ISO/IEC 16262 standard 11 . ECMAScript was based on the relatively simple330

JavaScript language that is used for programming dynamic web pages. Several331

examples of plug-in procedures are bundled with APEX 3.332

While writing such scripts requires some programming, a user need only pro-333

gram the relevant parts of a very specific experiment and not bother with334

routines that are common to all behavioral experiments, such as output de-335

vices, the GUI and saving of results. Programming a simple procedure in336

ECMAScript typically requires only a few tens of lines of programming code.337

4.2 PluginController338

PluginController allows a user to let APEX 3 control an external device or339

other software program. As most device manufacturers provide an interface340

to their devices in the C or C++ language, PluginControllers have to be341

written in C++. For this purpose the Qt Plug-in mechanism is used and342

several examples of controllers are provided. Writing a PluginController does343

not require the user to be familiar with the entire C++ language, but only344

requires limited knowledge to understand the PluginController examples that345

are provided and eventual examples from the device manufacturer.346

4.3 PluginFilter347

As the name suggests, a PluginFilter acts like the built-in APEX 3 filters. Just348

like PluginControllers, PluginFilters have to be written in the C++ language.349

A PluginFilter is essentially a callback function that is called every time a350

11 http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-262.

htm
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block of data has to be processed. If implementing a custom algorithm in C351

or C++ is too bothersome or difficult, a user can alternatively use a different352

language, such as Matlab or another script language. This option requires that353

(1) the script language can be called from C or C++, and (2) it is possible to354

convert between C/C++ data types and the script language’s data types.355

5 Defining an experiment356

Previous versions of APEX used a custom text format to define experiments.357

The format was as simple as possible to enable the creation of experiment358

files without much technical background knowledge. While APEX 3 of course359

still has the same aim, it is clear that given the large number of possible360

experiment configurations, a simple text format does not suffice. Therefore,361

the XML format was chosen for defining experiments. To ease the transition,362

APEX 3 can convert an APEX 2 experiment file to a file in the new XML363

format.364

Advantages of the XML format are that it is human readable, i.e., it can365

be viewed and interpreted using any text editor, and that it can easily be366

parsed by existing and freely available parsers 12 . Moreover, many tools exist367

for editing, transforming or otherwise processing XML files.368

Next to adhering to the general XML format, APEX 3 experiment files have369

a fixed structure that is enforced by an XML Schema 13 file. This file specifies370

where elements should occur and in addition contains documentation on every371

element in English. A good XML editor, such as OxygenXML 14 and many372

others, can use the APEX 3 schema file to check whether an experiment file373

is valid, to suggest, while typing, what element is to be defined next in the374

file and to show appropriate documentation per element of the experiment file375

that is being edited.376

In what follows we will describe a very simple APEX 3 experiment file step by377

step. Note that the order of our descriptions does not correspond to the order378

of the elements in the experiment file. We will only describe the elements that379

are necessary to understand the general structure of the file. For more details380

12 APEX 3 uses the Xerces-c parser for parsing XML files. http://xerces.apache.
org/xerces-c/
13 The XML Schema specifications are available at http://www.w3.org/XML/

Schema
14 OxygenXML (http://oxygenxml.com/) has all necessary features for working
with APEX 3 experiment files. It is a commercial program, but a free license can be
obtained by non-profit organisations that work in the domains of ecology, human
aid and renewable energy sources.
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we refer to the APEX 3 user manual and reference manual, both distributed381

together with APEX 3. The example is an experiment that will show two382

buttons on the screen with text “house” and “mouse”. When started, it will383

play either a wave file sounding like “house” or a wave file sounding like384

“mouse”. The subject has to click on the button corresponding to the perceived385

sound. In speech science, this is called a minimal pair.386

An XML file consists of a series of elements. Every element can have con-387

tent. There are two types of content: simple content, for example a string or388

a number, and complex content: other elements. An element can also have at-389

tributes: extra properties of the element that can be set. Elements are started390

by their name surrounded by < and > and ended by their name surrounded391

by </ and >. In the following example, element <a> is started on line 1 and392

ended on line 7. Element <a> contains complex content: the elements <b> and393

<c>. Element <b> contains simple content: the numerical value 1. Element394

<c> again contains complex content: the elements <c1> and <c2>. Element395

<c1> has an attribute named attrib1 with value 15. Element <c2> on line 5396

shows the special syntax for specifying an empty element. This is equivalent397

to <c2></c2>.398

399

1<a>400

2<b>1</b>401

3<c>402

4<c1 attrib1="15"> </c1>403

5<c2/>404

6</c>405

7</a>406
407

As APEX 3 experiment files are in the XML format, the general syntax is the408

same as in the previous example, but of course the structure is more complex409

and there are restrictions as to which element can occur where (as enforced410

by the APEX 3 schema).411

5.1 A simple example experiment412

In what follows we will describe each of the main elements in the experiment413

XML file separately. Together they define the entire experiment. First we414

define a device to interface with our sound card.415

416

1<devices>417

2<device id="soundcard"418

3xsi:type="apex:wavDeviceType">419

4<driver>portaudio</driver>420
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5<card>default</card>421

6<channels>2</channels>422

7<gain>0</gain>423

8<samplerate>44100</samplerate>424

9</device>425

10</devices>426
427

All devices defined in the experiment file are grouped in the element <devices>.428

As there is only one device in this file, there is only one <device> element. The429

attribute ID is set to soundcard. As an ID is unique for an entire experiment430

file, we can use it later on to refer to this device. The xsi:type="apex:wavDeviceType"431

attribute tells APEX 3 that we are dealing with a sound card. The <device>432

element contains several other elements that set various parameters of the433

sound card. The number of output channels to be used is 2, the output gain is434

0 dB and the sample rate is 44100 Hz. Information on all available parameters435

can be found in the APEX 3 reference manual.436

Next we define two datablocks as follows:437

438

1<datablocks>439

2<uri_prefix>../stimuli</uri_prefix>440

3<datablock id="db_house" >441

4<device>soundcard</device>442

5<uri>house.wav</uri>443

6</datablock>444

7445

8<datablock id="db_mouse" >446

9<device>soundcard</device>447

10<uri>mouse.wav</uri>448

11</datablock>449

12</datablocks>450
451

All datablock definitions are grouped in the element <datablocks>. In this452

case two datablocks are defined. They each get an ID that is unique for the453

experiment file and that allows us to refer to them later on. For each datablock,454

<device> refers to the ID of the device that will play the datablock and455

<uri> 15 contains the name of the file from which to read the data. The number456

of channels in the file is automatically determined by APEX 3. Here we refer457

to the ID soundcard that was defined in the <devices> element.458

15 Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) are defined in RFC 3986. In its simplest form,
an URI can be a file name.
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We now have one device with ID soundcard and two datablocks with ID459

db_house and db_mouse. As no specific connections are defined for this exper-460

iment, APEX 3 automatically connects all datablocks to the device. Figure 3461

shows the connection graph in this case, as generated by APEX 3.462

Next we define two stimuli.463

464

1<stimuli>465

2<fixed_parameters/>466

3<stimulus id="stim_house">467

4<datablocks>468

5<datablock id="db_house"/>469

6</datablocks>470

7<variableParameters/>471

8<fixedParameters/>472

9</stimulus>473

10474

11<stimulus id="stim_mouse">475

12<datablocks>476

13<datablock id="db_mouse"/>477

14</datablocks>478

15<variableParameters/>479

16<fixedParameters/>480

17</stimulus>481

18</stimuli>482
483

In this very simple example, each stimulus again gets an ID and refers to484

one datablock. We now have one device, two datablocks and two stimuli. All485

stimulation-related specifications are now defined. We proceed by defining a486

screen.487

488

1<screens>489

2<screen id="screen1">490

3<gridLayout height="1" width="2">491

4<button row="1" col="1" id="btn_house">492

5<text>house</text>493

6</button>494

7495

8<button row="1" col="2" id="btn_mouse">496

9<text>mouse</text>497

10</button>498

11</gridLayout>499

12500

13<buttongroup id="buttongroup">501

14<button id="btn_house"/>502
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15<button id="btn_mouse"/>503

16</buttongroup>504

17<default_answer_element>505

18buttongroup506

19</default_answer_element>507

20</screen>508

21</screens>509
510

The <screens> element can contain several <screen> elements. In this case511

there is only one screen and it contains a GridLayout with a single row and512

two columns. In the GridLayout, there are two buttons with ID btn_house513

and btn_mouse. On each button a piece of text is shown, in this case “house”514

and “mouse”.515

The remaining element in <screen> groups the buttons into a ButtonGroup.516

The resulting screen is shown in Figure 4. For more information on Button-517

Group we refer to the APEX 3 reference manual.518

Finally we define the Procedure that will control the flow of the experiment.519

520

1<procedure521

2xsi:type="apex:constantProcedureType">522

3<parameters>523

4<presentations>2</presentations>524

5<order>sequential</order>525

6</parameters>526

7527

8<trials>528

9<trial id="trial1">529

10<answer>btn_house</answer>530

11<screen id="screen1"/>531

12<stimulus id="stim_house"/>532

13</trial>533

14534

15<trial id="trial2">535

16<answer>btn_mouse</answer>536

17<screen id="screen1"/>537

18<stimulus id="stim_mouse"/>538

19</trial>539

20</trials>540

21</procedure>541
542

The <procedure> element contains two other elements: <parameters> and543

<trials> and the attribute xsi:type="apex:constantProcedureType" in-544
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dicates that we use a ConstantProcedure. In <parameters> the behavior of545

the procedure is defined. In this example we specify that each trial has to be546

presented twice and that the trials are to be presented in the order as specified547

in the <trials> element (sequentially).548

The <trials> element contains several individual <trial> elements that spec-549

ify a trial. After selecting the next trial to be presented, the Procedure will550

show the specified screen and send the specified stimulus to the correct devices.551

After the subject’s response, it will check whether the response corresponds552

to the given answer and decide on the next trial to be presented. For exam-553

ple if the subject clicked on the button with text “house”, the procedure will554

compare the ID of this button (btn_house) with the content of <answer>.555

This simple example illustrates that no programming at all is required to556

define an experiment and that the syntax is straightforward and easy to learn,557

especially when using the examples that are provided with APEX 3.558

5.2 Writing experiment files559

For complicated experiments with many stimuli, an experiment file can be-560

come rather long and tedious to write manually. There are several solutions561

to this problem. APEX 3 comes with many examples and most probably one562

will find an example that can be adjusted to the specific requirements of the563

experiment. Also, several XML editors can parse the APEX 3 schema file and564

suggest the element to be defined next and give documentation on the current565

element in the experiment file.566

A more efficient solution is to use the AMT. This toolbox is a collection of567

Matlab files that generate parts of APEX 3 experiment files. One can use568

the different functions in the AMT to generate an entire experiment file or569

one can create a template and fill in the missing parts using the Matlab tool-570

box. Take, for example, the simple experiment from section 5.1. If we would571

like to adapt this experiment to present 50 different words instead of only572

2, we could take the original experiment with 2 different words and replace573

the <trials>, <datablocks> and <stimuli> parts by special markers, e.g.,574

$$trials$$, $$datablocks$$ and $$stimuli$$. The AMT contains a func-575

tion that recognizes these markers and replaces them by given pieces of text.576

An experiment file with such markers is called a template.577

The AMT also contains functions like a3trial, a3datablock and a3stimulus578

that generate the corresponding elements in XML format. We could therefore579

create a loop in Matlab that is executed 50 times and generates the correct580

trial, datablock and stimulus elements and afterwards have the AMT replace581

the markers in our template. A typical Matlab function for generating an582
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experiment file using the latter mechanism requires a few tens of lines of code,583

in contrast to the thousands of lines of code that would be required to write584

and debug the same experiment entirely in Matlab.585

6 Workflow586

In this section, we show the typical workflow of setting up, conducting and587

analyzing an experiment using APEX 3. The workflow is illustrated in figure 5.588

Experiment design determines the goals and methods of the experiment.589

Experiment file creation determines how the methods can be implemented590

as an APEX 3 experiment by describing them in terms of the basic APEX 3591

concepts. If necessary one of many examples can be consulted.592

Running the experiment APEX 3 can be used for unattended experiments,593

where the subjects can respond using a computer mouse, keyboard or touch594

screen, but also for attended experiments where the experimenter controls595

the computer. In the latter case, APEX 3 can be configured to show some596

properties of the current stimulus on screen.597

Results analysis For each run of the experiment, a results file is available598

in XML and, if requested, an XSL transformed version. It is possible to599

either analyze the results manually by pasting them into a spreadsheet or600

statistical analysis software, or automatically by using the APEX Matlab601

Toolbox (AMT) to read the results files and perform advanced analyses.602

7 Examples603

In this section we give a few examples where APEX 3 can be used. This list604

is nowhere near exhaustive, as APEX 3 is designed to be able to perform any605

psychophysical experiment.606

7.1 Gap detection using a 3-alternative forced choice paradigm with a cochlear607

implant608

In our gap detection experiment the method of constant stimuli was used.609

The subject will, in every trial, hear three different sounds (three so-called610

intervals). One of the sounds has a small gap in it. The subject has to respond611

whether the sound with the gap was in the first, second or third interval.612

As we want to present the sounds directly to the cochlear implant of our613
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subject, we use the L34Device as a Device to control a cochlear implant from614

Cochlear Corporation. We need two data files on disk: one containing the615

sound without gap (NoGap) and one containing the sound with gap (Gap).616

While our datablocks refer to wave files in the case of a sound card, they now617

refer to so-called qic files, that can be streamed directly to the cochlear implant618

and can be created by the Nucleus Matlab Toolbox provided by Cochlear619

Corporation.620

To create the experiment file, we can start from the example in section 5.1.621

First we replace the datablocks by two datablocks that refer to our Gap and622

NoGap file. Then we replace the stimuli by two stimuli that refer to our Gap623

and NoGap datablocks and we replace the device by an L34Device. We also624

change the screen to show three buttons instead of two. Finally we change the625

procedure to reflect our experimental design. This is done as follows:626

627

1<procedure628

2xsi:type="apex:constantProcedureType">629

3<parameters>630

4<presentations>10</presentations>631

5<skip>0</skip>632

6<order>sequential</order>633

7<choices>3</choices>634

8</parameters>635

9636

10<trials>637

11<trial id="trial1" >638

12<screen id="screen1" />639

13<stimulus id="stimulusGap" />640

14<standard id="stimulusNoGap"/>641

15</trial>642

16</trials>643

17</procedure>644
645

For experiments where several stimuli are presented during a single trial and646

the subject is expected to recognize the stimulus that is different in a certain647

way, multiple stimuli have to be defined per trial. The stimulus that is different648

is defined using <stimulus> and the other stimuli using <standard>.649

<choices> contains the number of stimuli presented to the subject per trial.650

In this example the number of choices is three, which means that the stimulus651

defined using <stimulus> will be presented once and the stimulus defined652

using <standard> will be presented twice.653

Note that while we used the L34Device (not shown in the XML listing) to654

control the cochlear implant directly, the experiment setup is nearly identical655
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for acoustic stimulation.656

7.2 Adaptive determination of the speech reception threshold657

APEX 3 can be used to determine a subject’s speech reception threshold (SRT)658

for a certain speech material in noise. The SRT is defined as the signal-to-659

noise ratio (SNR) at which the subject’s performance is at 50% correct. We660

will use an adaptive procedure to determine the SRT. In this example the first661

speech token (sentence or word) is presented at a low SNR and is repeated at662

increasingly higher SNRs until the answer is correct. Thereafter the SNR is663

decreased using a certain step size when the response is correct and increased664

when the answer is incorrect. Our setup is attended, meaning that the subject665

has to answer orally and that the experimenter controls the computer running666

APEX 3. Any speech material can be used. As an example we will use the667

LIST sentences with the accompanying speech-weighted noise (van Wieringen668

and Wouters, 2008) which consists of 35 lists of 10 sentences.669

Again we start from the example in section 5.1. We create a datablock for670

each of the ten sentences with ID db-sentenceN with N the number of the671

sentence and one extra datablock for the file with speech weighted noise with672

ID noisedata.673

We want the noise file to be repeated continuously. Therefore we create a674

dataloop generator as follows:675

676

1<filter xsi:type="apex:dataloop"677

2id="noisegen">678

3<device>soundcard</device>679

4<channels>1</channels>680

5<continuous>true</continuous>681

6<datablock>noisedata</datablock>682

7<basegain>0</basegain>683

8<gain id="noisegain">0</gain>684

9</filter>685
686

The generator has ID noisegen, it will use datablock with ID noisedata and687

it will play during the entire experiment, even while the user is responding688

(line 5). To vary the SNR, in this example we will vary the amplitude of the689

noise. We will therefore vary gain of our dataloop generator. On line 8 the gain690

element has an extra ID attribute, which results in the gain of our generator691

being declared as a parameter that can be modified during the experiment by692

other APEX 3 modules. In order to change the gain of the dataloop generator,693

an adaptive procedure is defined. Note that in this case, the level of the noise694
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varies with the SNR and the level of the speech is held constant. The opposite695

can be achieved by using an amplifier to adapt the level of the speech.696

697

1<procedure698

2xsi:type="apex:adaptiveProcedureType">699

3<parameters>700

4<presentations>1</presentations>701

5<skip>0</skip>702

6<order>sequential</order>703

7<nUp>1</nUp>704

8<nDown>1</nDown>705

9<adapt_parameter>706

10noisegain707

11</adapt_parameter>708

12<start_value>-12</start_value>709

13<larger_is_easier>710

14true711

15</larger_is_easier>712

16<repeat_first_until_correct>713

17true714

18</repeat_first_until_correct>715

19<stepsizes>716

20<stepsize begin="0" size="2"/>717

21</stepsizes>718

22</parameters>719

23<trials>720

24<trial id="trial_sentence1">721

25<answer>correct</answer>722

26<screen id="screen"/>723

27<stimulus id="stimulus_sentence1"/>724

28</trial>725

29<trial id="trial_sentence2">726

30<answer>correct</answer>727

31<screen id="screen"/>728

32<stimulus id="stimulus_sentence2"/>729

33</trial>730

34etc...731

35</trials>732

36</procedure>733
734

On line 10 the parameter to be adapted is set to the gain of our dataloop735

generator by referring to its ID. On lines 7 and 8, the adaptive procedure736

is defined as a 1up/1down procedure and on line 14 larger values of the pa-737

rameter are defined to be easier for the subject to respond. The elements738
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<repeat_first_until_correct> and <stepsizes> on lines 16 to 21 are de-739

scribed in detail in the APEX 3 user manual.740

7.3 Evaluation of a signal processing algorithm with an adaptive SRT proce-741

dure742

Imagine we want to do an SRT test as shown in section 7.2, but now not743

only present the stimulus to the subject but first run it through a custom744

noise suppression signal processing algorithm. In this case we would develop a745

PluginFilter for our algorithm using the C or C++ language. When a sound746

signal is played back, APEX 3 splits it in fixed-size blocks of samples and747

sends each block to the PluginFilter, which can process it. After processing,748

the resulting blocks are sent to the next Filter or to the output Device.749

7.4 Bimodal stimulation (acoustical and electrical)750

In this example, we will use different devices together. We will not create751

an entire experiment but just create a stimulus that presents an acoustical752

sinusoid and an electrical pulse train sequentially.753

In the <devices> element we now have two devices, a WavDevice with ID754

soundcard and an L34Device with ID l34:755

756

1<devices>757

2<master>soundcard</master>758

3<device id="soundcard" xsi:type="apex:wavDeviceType">759

4<channels>2</channels>760

5<gain>0</gain>761

6<samplerate>44100</samplerate>762

7</device>763

8<device id="l34" xsi:type="apex:L34DeviceType">764

9<device_id>1</device_id>765

10<implant>cic4</implant>766

11<trigger>in</trigger>767

12<volume>100</volume>768

13<defaultmap> ... </defaultmap>769

14</device>770

15</devices>771
772

The <master> element indicates that the sound card should be started last.773

The defaultmap for the L34 is not shown here and for a description of the774
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other L34 parameters we refer to the APEX 3 reference manual.775

We create two datablocks: one refers to sinusoid.wav and the other to pulsetrain.qic776

and to their corresponding devices. Our stimulus is now defined as follows:777

778

1<stimulus id="stimulus_bimodal">779

2<datablocks>780

3<sequential>781

4<datablock id="db_sinusoid"/>782

5<datablock id="db_pulsetrain"/>783

6</sequential>784

7</datablocks>785

8</stimulus>786
787

As the datablocks are inside a <sequential> element, first the acoustical788

sinusoid will be played and immediately thereafter the electrical pulse train789

will be sent to the subject’s cochlear implant. This type of stimulus could790

for example be used for a pitch matching task or a loudness balancing task791

with a subject with both an acoustic hearing aid and a cochlear implant.792

Note that simultaneous bimodal stimulation could be achieved by replacing793

<sequential> by <simultaneous> on line 3.794

7.5 Localization of sounds795

In a localization experiment, typically the subject is seated in the middle of796

an arc of N speakers. A stimulus is presented from one of the speakers and797

the subject’s task is to indicate this speaker.798

Again starting from the simple example in section 5.1, we only need to modify799

the <devices>, <screens> and <connections> elements.800

If the sound card has a sufficient number of output channels to control all the801

speakers, we only have to change the <channels> element in the <device>802

element to value N . If not, multiple sound cards can be used together.803

The screen has to be changed to show a semi-circle of N buttons instead of804

a grid of 2 buttons. Therefore <gridLayout> is changed to <arcLayout> and805

the necessary buttons are added. For N = 9, the result would look like Fig. 6.806
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8 Conclusions807

APEX 3 is a versatile program for conducting psychoacoustic behavioral ex-808

periments. The most commonly used psychophysical procedures are imple-809

mented and APEX 3 can easily be extended with custom procedures. It can810

control three different output devices: (1) sound cards, (2) streaming and811

sending pulse sequences to cochlear implants of Cochlear Corporation and (3)812

sending pulse sequences to cochlear implants of Advanced Bionics Corpora-813

tion. In addition, custom signal processing algorithms and controllers can be814

plugged into the APEX 3 framework.815

To ease the generation of experiment files and the analysis of results, a Matlab816

toolbox is provided.817

APEX 3 is freely available for anyone after registration. Documentation and818

many examples are distributed with the software.819
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Fig. 1. Overview of the general working of procedure. Procedure presents a trial
by selecting a stimulus to be sent to the stimulus output logic and a screen to be
shown.
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Fig. 2. Overview of several APEX 3 modules. The stimulation box is not an APEX 3
module, but groups all stimulation-related modules. The four bottom right boxes
do not show a complete description of datablocks, stimuli, devices and screens, but
serve to guide the eye and indicate that the corresponding modules are defined.

Fig. 3. Connection graph of the simple example, as generated by APEX 3. In this
case each datablock has two channels (left and right) that are connected to the
two channels of the sound card. The left and right channels are indicated by the
numbers 0 and 1, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Screen of the example experiment

Experiment design
pen & paper

Experiment file creation
text editor, XML editor or AMT

Running the experiment
APEX

Result analysis
Spreadsheet or AMT

Fig. 5. Workflow conducting an experiment using APEX 3. AMT is the APEX 3
Matlab Toolbox.

Fig. 6. Example of an arcLayout with N = 9 buttons
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